
Pilgrimage to Lourdes with Across group 3372 – Fr Tim’s reflections 

On Monday last week the group had the privileged opportunity to celebrate Mass in the 
Grotto itself, the actual site where our Lady first appeared to Bernadette; we have had 
the opportunity to wash in the holy waters which have sprung from the rock. 

It is a mystical place, the rock has a lovely shape and feel, smooth from the touch of 
countless pilgrim hands; the waters seeping from the rock - it is like a great baptismal 
font, in which to immerse ourselves and rediscover the supreme beauty of being 
disciples of Jesus: having God as our Father and Mary as our Mother!  

Lourdes is one of the great “places of grace” known to the Church. It is like a vast basin 
of purity where countless souls have removed the clothes of sin and put on the snow 
white garments of spiritual rebirth! Here we find grace and strength to remain faithful 
to our baptismal commitment. 

How can we deny that the Mother is the one who knows the Will of the Son better than 
anyone else and that turning to Her we understand better the mysterious plan God has 
for each one of us? No one better than Mary can convince us to “do whatever he tells 
you”! 

In Lourdes, like the servants at Cana, we too sincerely open our hearts to the presence 
of the Mother and, attentive to her words, we are captivated by the mystery of the Son. 
Then we see His Will for what it truly is: our path to happiness! 

For us, pilgrims to Lourdes, Mary's universal motherhood is a mystery to discover again 
and again, so she may accompany us all through life. In Lourdes this Marian light is 
present everywhere: when we bathe or are sprinkled in the waters, in the evening when 
we mingle with thousands of others to pray the rosary at the torchlight procession; in 
the afternoon when we join crowds of sick persons taking part in the Blessed Sacrament 
Procession. 

Her presence is a mystery to savour in our soul and to learn, with her, to honour her 
Son, especially in the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass and the Sacrament of Reconciliation. 
Here we meet Jesus, and Mary points us to him. May we savour her presence in our 
souls, and be encouraged and strengthened by it in our daily pilgrimage, this week and 
throughout our lives. 

Mass is offered for Alison’s intentions. 

 
 


